
A Uni�ed Approach for Document Structure Analysisand its Application to Text-line ExtractionJisheng Liangy Ihsin T. Phillipsz Robert Haralickyy Department of Electrical EngineeringUniversity of Washington Seattle, WA 98195z Department of Computer Science/Software EngineeringSeattle University, Seattle, WA 98122AbstractIn this paper, we formulate the document segmen-tation as a partitioning problem. The goal of theproblem is to �nd an optimal solution to partitionthe set of glyphs of a given document to a hierarchi-cal tree structure where entities within the hierarchyhave their physical properties and semantic labels.A uni�ed approach is proposed for the partitioningproblem. The Bayesian framework is used to assignand update the probabilities. An iterative, relaxationlike method is used to �nd the partitioning solutionthat maximizes the joint probability.We have implemented a text-line extraction algo-rithm using this framework. The algorithm was eval-uated on the UW-III database of some 1600 scanneddocument image pages. For a total of 105,020text lines, the text-line extraction algorithm identi-�es and segments 104,773 correctly, an accuracy of99.76%. The detail of the algorithm is presented inthis paper.1 IntroductionGiven a document image, the end result of a docu-ment segmentation algorithm, in general, producesa hierarchical structure that captures the physicalstructure and the logical meaning of an input docu-ment. The top of the hierarchical structure presentsthe entire page, and the bottom of the structure in-cludes all glyphs on the document. Entities in thehierarchy are labeled and are associated with a set ofattributes describing the nature of the entities. Forexample, the character set on a textual documentwould reside at the bottom of the hierarchy; eachcharacter would be labeled as a \glyph", and the at-tributes for the glyph may be the ASCII value, thefont style, and the position of the character. Thenext level up may be words, then, text-lines, text-zones, text-blocks, and so on to the entire page.Most known page segmentation algorithms [1]-[15]construct the document hierarchy from level to level,up and down within the hierarchy, until the hier-

archical structures are built and the segmentationcriteria are satis�ed. Within this model, the pagesegmentation problem may be considered as a se-ries of level-construction operations. That is, givena set of entities at a certain level of hierarchy, saysource level, the goal of the level-construction opera-tion is to construct a set of entities for another level,say target level.In this paper, we propose a methodology for for-mulating and solving the document page segmenta-tion problem. Our methodology uses the Bayesianframework. The methodology can be applied, uni-formly, to any level-construction operation withinthe document hierarchy. To illustrate the usage ofthis methodology, a text-line extraction algorithmhas been implemented and presented in this paper.The remaining of this paper is organized as fol-lows. In Section 2, we present the proposed method-ology for the document segmentation problem and ageneral purpose algorithm derived from the method-ology. In Section 3, we give, in detail, the text-lineextraction algorithm which we implemented usingthe proposed methodology. In Section 4, we discusshow those probabilities used in the algorithm werecomputed. The paper summary is given in Section 6.2 The Methodology2.1 Document Structure AnalysisFormulationLet A be the set of entities at the source level. Let �be a partition of A and each element of the partitionis an entity on target level. Let L be a set of labelsthat can be assigned to elements of the partition.Function f : � ! L associates each element of �with a label. V : }(A) ! � speci�es measurementmade on subset of A, where � is the measurementspace.The problem can be formulated as follows: giveninitial set A, �nd a partition � of A, and a labeling



function f : � ! L, that maximizes the probabilityP (V (�) : � 2 � ; f;� jA)= P (V (�) : � 2 � jA;� ; f)P (� ; f jA)= P (V (�) : � 2 � jA;� ; f)�P (f j� ;A)P (� jA) (1)By making the assumption of conditional indepen-dence, that when the label f(�) is known then noknowledge of other labels will alter the probabilityof V (�), we can decompose the probability 1 intoP (V (�) : � 2 � ; f;� jA)= Y�2� P (V (�)jf(�))P (f j� ;A)P (� jA) (2)The possible labels in set L is dependent on thetarget level and on the speci�c application. For ex-ample, l 2 L could be text content, functional con-tent type, style attribute, and so for.The above proposed formulation can be uniformlyapply to the construction of the document hierarchyat any level, e.g., text-word, text-line, and text-blockextractions, just to name a few. For example, as fortext-line extraction, given a set of glyphs, the goal ofthe text-line extraction is to partition glyphs into aset of text-lines, each text-line having homogeneousproperties, and the text-lines' properties within thesame region being similar. The text-lines' propertiesinclude, deviation of glyphs from the baseline, direc-tion of the baseline, text-line's height, and text-lines'width, and so for.As for the text-block segmentation, for example,given a set of text lines, text-block segmentationgroups text lines into a set of text-blocks, each blockhaving homogeneous formatting attributes, e.g. ho-mogeneous leading, justi�cation, and the attributesbetween neighboring blocks being similar.2.2 A General Purpose Algorithmfor Document Entity ExtractionGiven an initial set A, we �rst construct the read or-der of the elements of A. Let A = (A1; A2; � � � ; AM )be a linearly ordered set (chain in A) of input enti-ties. Let G = fY;Ng be the set of grouping labels.Let AP denote a set of element pairs, such that Ap �A�A and Ap = f(Ai; Aj)jAi; Aj 2 A and j = i+1g:Function g : Ap ! G; associates each pair of ad-jacent elements of A with a grouping label, whereg(i) = g(Ai; Ai+1). Then, the partition probabilityP (� jA) can be computed as follows,P (� jA) = P (gjA)= P (g(1); � � � ; g(N � 1)jA1; � � � ; AN )= P (g(1)jA1; A2)� � � �P (g(N � 1)jAN�1; AN )= N�1Yi=1 P (g(i)jAi; Ai+1) (3)

Therefore, the joint probability is further decom-posed asP (V (�) : � 2 � ; f;� jA)= Y�2� P (V (�)jf(�)) � P (f j� ; A)�N�1Yi=1 P (g(i)jAi; Ai+1) (4)An iterative search method is developed to �ndthe consistent partition and labeling that maximizesthe joint probability of equation 4.1. Determine initial partitionLet t = 0, � t = ffAmggMm=1.(a) Compute P 0i (Y ) = P (g(i) = Y jAi; Ai+1)and P 0i (N) = P (g(i) = N jAi; Ai+1) where1 � i �M � 1.(b) Let R � A � A andR = f(Ai; Ai+1)jP 0i (Y ) > P 0i (N)g. Up-date partition� t+1 = f� j� = fAi; Ai+1; � � � ; Ajg;where(Ak; Ak+1) 2 R; k = i; � � � ; j � 1g2. Search for optimal partition adjustmentRepeat� For i = 1 to M � 1 Do{ If Ai 2 U; Ai+1 2 W; U 6=W Then,(a) Let T = U[W:and �̂ = T[(� t � U �W )(b) Find labeling f by maximizingPlabel = Y�2�̂ P (V (�)jf(�))P (f jA; �̂ )(c) ^P ti (Y ) / P 0i (Y ) � Plabel; and^P ti (N) = P t�1i (N):{ If Ai 2 W and Ai+1 2 W , where W =fAk; � � � ; Ai; Ai+1; � � � ; Ajg, Then(a) S = fAk; � � � ; Aig and T =fAi+1; � � � ; Ajg�̂ = (� t �W )SSST(b) Find labeling f by maximizingPlabel = Y�2�̂ P (V (�)jf(�))P (f jA; �̂ )(c) ^P ti (N) / P 0i (N) � Plabel, and^P ti (Y ) = P t�1i (Y )



End� Select k such that,k = argmaxi (maxfP̂ ti (Y ); P̂ ti (N)g)� If ^P tk(Y ) > ^P tk(N), Then{ T = U SW where Ak 2 U;Ak+1 2W{ � t+1 = (� t � U �W )STElse, W = fAi; � � � ; Ak; Ak+1; � � � ; Ajg,{ Let S = fAi; � � � ; Akg and T =fAk+1; � � � ; Ajg{ � t+1 = (� t �W )SSST� If P (V; f;� t+1 jA) � P (V; f;� t jA), endand return � t .Else, let t = t+ 1 and continue.Our method consists of two major components {o�-line statistical training and on-line segmentation.Section 3 presents our on-line algorithm of text-line and zone segmentation. Our statistical trainingmethod is given in section 4.3 Text-line Extraction AlgorithmFigure 1 gives an overview of the text-line segmen-tation algorithm. Without loss of generality, we as-sume that the reading direction of the text-lines onthe input page is left-to-right. The text-line segmen-tation algorithm starts with the set of the connected-components bounding boxes of a given binary imageof a textual document.Algorithm:1. Extract & Filter Glyphs:We apply the standard connected-componentalgorithm to obtain the glyph set, C =fc1; c2; � � � ; cMg. Those components that aresmaller than the thresholdsmall or larger thanthe thresholdlarge are removed from C.2. Locate Glyph Pairs:For each ci 2 C, we search for its \nearest rightmate", cj , among those \visible" right neigh-bors of ci. When a right mate is found, a linkis established between the pair. The de�nitionsfor the nearest right mate and the visible rightneighbors are given in section 3.1. Note that,a glyph at the right-most edge of a documentwould not have a right mate. At the end ofthis step a set of text-line segments are estab-lished, Tsegment = ft1; t2; � � � ; tK1g. For eachlinked pair, ci and cj , we compute the group-ing probability, P (sameline(i; j)jci; cj). This isthe estimated probability that two componentswith their sizes and spatial relationships lie onthe same text-line.

3. Group Text-lines:For each tk 2 Tsegment formed in step 2, wecheck each link (ci; cj) 2 tk and estimate thelinking probability P (link(i; j)) between ci andcj . If P (link(i; j) = N) > P (link(i; j) = Y ),we disconnect (ci; cj) link. That is, tk becomestwo subsegments.During the initial partition, P (link(i; j)) =P (sameline(i; j)); and this step yields our ini-tial text-line set, Tinitial = ft1; t2; � � � ; tK2g.4. Detect Base-line & X-height:For each tk 2 Tinitial, we apply a robust line�tting algorithm to the right-bottom corners ofall glyphs in tk to obtain the base-line and thedirection of tk. The computation of base-lineand X-height are given in Section 3.2.5. Detect Page Skew:The median of all the computed base-lines'direction for the entire set Tinitial is takenas the page skew angle, angleskew. If theangleskew > thresholdskew , we rotate the im-age by �angleskew using the technique givenin [17], and the process repeats from step 1.Otherwise, proceed to the next step.6. Compute Text-line Probability:For each text-line tk 2 Tinitial, We compute itsprobability of having the homogeneous text-lineproperties, P (V (tk)jtextline(tk));where V (tk) is the measurement made on thetext-line tk.The observation that we make is the componentdistance deviation �tk of tk from its base-line.If P (�ti jtextline(ti)) > threshold� we acceptti. Otherwise, we pick the weakest link (ci; cj)within tk as the potential breaking place wherewe may sub-divide tj into tj1 and tj2.7. Adjust Pairs linking Probability:To determine whether to sub-divide tk, we com-pute tk1's and tk2's base-lines, and their compo-nent deviations, �tk1 and �tk2 .We update the linking probability between ciand cj by combining their grouping probabilitywith the text-line probability,P (link(i; j) = Y )/ P (sameline(i; j) = Y jci; cj)�P (�tk jtextline(tk));
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Figure 1: Illustrates the processing steps of the text-line segmentation algorithm.and P (link(i; j) = N)/ P (sameline(i; j) = N jci; cj)�P (�tk1 jtextline(tk1))�P (�tk2 jtextline(tk2);whereP (link(i; j) = Y ) + P (link(i; j) = N) = 1:If P (link(i; j) = N) > P (link(i; j) = Y ), theprocess repeats from step 3. Otherwise, proceedto the next step.8. Detect Text Regions and Zones:To detect text-regions with respect to all text-lines in Tinterim, we do as follows. For each text-line tk 2 Tinterim, we compute it's boundingbox and the three bounding box edge positions:the left, the center, and the right.Then, a horizontal projection pro�le is com-puted on all the text-line bounding boxes. Eachtext-line box constitutes one count on the pro-�le. A horizontal cut is made where the gapwithin the pro�le satis�es our cutting criteria.The computation of the projection pro�le andthe cutting criteria are given in detail in sec-tion 3.3.The result of the last step is a sequence of hor-izontal text-regions, R = fR1; R2; � � � ; Rrg. Inthis step, each of the region, Ri, is to be fur-ther decomposed into a sequence of text-zonesby cutting Ri vertically. The top and the bot-tom edges of Ri become the top and the bottomedges of the text-zones. Our text-zone detection�nds the left and the right edges of text-zoneswithin Ri.Let Ri = ft1; t2; � � � ; tpg be a horizontal text-region, Ri 2 R. To detect a text-zone within

Ri, we compute the vertical projection pro�leon the left, the center, and the right positionsof all text-lines tk 2 Ri.Next, we locate the bin with the max counton the pro�le. If the max count comes from,say, the left position of the majority of the text-lines that contribute to the max count, we say,we have detected a left-edge of a text-zone, Zn.Let ft1; t2; � � � ; tmg be the sequence of text-lineswhose left positions fall within the bin whichhas the max count. The left-edge of Zn is esti-mated as the median of the left edge position ofall text-lines within Zn. The right edge of Znis computed in a similar fashion. The top andthe bottom edges of Zn are the top and the bot-tom edges of Ri. Then, all the text-lines withinZn are removed from further consideration, andthis step is repeated until each text-line in R isassigned to one of the detected text-zones. Acomplete description of this step is given in sec-tion 3.3.9. Check Global Consistency (Splits & Merges):Let Z = fZ1; Z2; � � � ; Zng be the set of thedetected text-zones from the last step. LetZi 2 Z and Zi = ft1; t2; � � � ; tkg. We examinethe probability, Pcontext(!(tj); !(Zi)), that tj 'sattributes !(tj) being consistent with its neigh-boring text-lines within Zi. (The computationof Pcontext is given in section 3.4.)If Pcontext(tj) < thresholdcontext, we updatethe linking probability for each pair withintj , and the process repeats from step 3.Step 8 and 9 are repeated until Pcontext(tj) >thresholdcontext is satis�ed for all tj . The com-plete description of the global consistent check,the split and the merge procedures are given indetail in section 3.4.



10. Postprocess Text Lines: Finally, all componentswhich were initially put into the reserved setand those text-lines which were not includedduring the text-zone formation, or as the resultsof splitting, are now be individually examinedto determine whether it could be included inany of the segmented text-lines.Figure 2 and 3 illustrate the text line detectionprocess. Figure 2(a) shows a set of connected com-ponent bounding boxes. The extracted initial textline segments by merging pairs of connected compo-nents are illustrated in Figure 2(b). We notice sometext lines are split while some are merged across dif-ferent columns. Figure 3(c) plots the extracted textregions by grouping the edges of text segments. Fi-nally, the corrected text lines given the observationson text regions are shown in Figure 3(d).A few cases that the algorithm failed are shownin Figure 4. A vertical merging error was shown inFigure 4(a). Figure 4(b) and (c) illustrate horizontaland vertical splitting errors due to the large spacing.A spurious error caused by warping is shown in Fig-ure 4(d).3.1 Mate Pairs and GroupingProbabilityLet C = fc1; c2; � � � ; cMg be the set of glyphs, theconnected-component set after the too small com-ponents are removed. Each glyph ci 2 C is repre-sented by a bounding box (x; y; w; h), where x; y isthe coordinate of top-left corner, and w and h arethe width and height of the bounding box respec-tively. The spatial relations between two adjacentboxes are shown in Figure 5.
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o dvh(a) (b)Figure 5: Illustrates the spatial relations betweentwo bounding boxes that are (a) horizontally adja-cent (b) vertically adjacent.For a pair of bounding boxes a and b, the hori-zontal distance dh(a; b) and vertical distance dv(a; b)between them are de�ned asdh(a; b) = 8<: xb � xa � wa if xb > xa + waxa � xb � wb if xa > xb + wb0 otherwise

dv(a; b) = 8<: yb � ya � ha if yb > ya + haya � yb � hb if ya > yb + hb0 otherwiseThe horizontal overlap oh(a; b) and vertical over-lap ov(a; b) between a and b are de�ned asoh(a; b) = 8<: xa + wa � xb if xb > xa, xb < xa + waxb + wb � xa if xa > xb, xa < xb + wb0 otherwiseov(a; b) =8<: ya + ha � yb if yb > ya, yb < ya + hayb + hb � ya if ya > yb, ya < yb + hb0 otherwiseLet ca = (xa; ya; wa; ha) and cb = (xb; yb; wb; hb) betwo glyphs. We de�ne cb as a \visible" right neigh-bor of ca if cb 6= ca; xb > xa; and ov(a; b) > 0: LetCa be the set of right neighbors of ca. The \nearest"right neighbor of ca is de�ned asarg minci2Ca(dh(a; i)jci 6= ca; xi > xa; ov(a; i) > 0):For each linked pair, ca and cb, we as-sociate with their link with the probability,P (sameline(a; b)jca; cb), that indicate how probablethey belong to the same text-line. Given the obser-vations of their heights and widths, and the distanceand the overlaps between the pair: ha; wa; hb; wb;d(a; b); o(a; b), we compute the probability that caand cb belong to the same text-line as:P (sameline(a; b)jha; wa; hb; wb; d(a; b); o(a; b)):3.2 Base-line, X-height, and SkewAngleThe baseline coordinate of a text-line is estimatedusing a robust estimator. The robust estimationmeans it is insensitive to small departures from theidealized assumptions for which the estimator is op-timized.We want to �t a straight line y(x; a; b) = a + bxthrough a set of data points, which are the bottom-right corner of glyph boxes, since ascenders are usedmore often in English texts than descenders. Themerit function to be minimized isNXi=1 jyi � a� bxij:The median cM of a set of numbers ci is also thevalue which minimizes the sum of the absolute devi-ations Pi jci � cM j. It follows that, for �xed b, thevalue of a that minimizes the merit function is a =medianfyi�bxig, where b =PNi=1 sgn(yi�a�bxi).This equation can be solved by the bracketing andbisection method [16].



(a) (b)Figure 2: Illustrates a real document image overlaid with the extracted bounding boxes of (a) the connectedcomponents; and (b) the initial text line segments.Given a set of baseline angles f�1; �2; � � � ; �P g, theskew angle of page is estimated as�page = medianf�1; �2; � � � ; �P g:If skew angle � is larger than the threshold,threshold� the page will be rotated by ��.For each given text-line ti and the estimated base-line (a; b), we compute the absolute deviation ofglyph from the estimated baseline�(ti; a; b) = NXi=1 jyi � a� bxij:The x-height of a text-line is estimated by takingthe median of the distance from the top-left cornerof each glyph box to the baselinexh(ti) = medianfd(xi; yi; a; b)j1 � i � Ng:Given the observations on text-line ti, we can com-pute the likelihood that ti has the property of a text-line P (xh(ti); �(ti; a; b))jtextline(ti)):

3.3 Text-zone FormationHorizontal Projection of the TextLine BoxesGiven a set of text-line bounding boxes T =ft1; t2; � � � ; tMg, our goal is to group them intoa sequence of horizontal text-regions R =fR1; R2; � � � ; RNg. We do the following.Let (xi; yi; wi; hi) represents the bounding box ofthe text-line ti 2 T . ti is bounded by xi and xi+wi.Given an entity box (x; y; w; h), its horizontal pro-jection (Figure 6) is de�ned ashorz-pro�le[j] = horz-pro�le[j] + 1; x � j < x+ w:Vertical Projection of the Text LineEdgesThe vertical projection of a set of entities is de-�ned asvert-pro�le[j] = vert-pro�le[j] + 1; y � j < y + h:



(c) (d)Figure 3: Illustrates a real document image overlaid with the extracted bounding boxes of (c) the textregions; and (d) the corrected text lines.
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Figure 6: Illustrates the horizontal projection of boundingboxes.Let (xi; yi; wi; hi) represents the bounding box ofa text-line ti 2 T . We assign the left edge of ti to bexi, the right edge of ti to be xi +wi, and the centerof ti to be xi + wi=2. The vertical edge projectionon the three edges of the text-line bounding boxesof all ti 2 T is de�ned as:Cleft[j] = Cleft[j] + 1; j = xCcenter [j] = Ccenter [j] + 1; j = x+ w=2Cright[j] = Cright[j] + 1; j = x+ w:

Text-zone Detection Algorithm1. Compute the horizontal projection pro�le of alltext-line boxes.2. Segment the page into a set of large regions, bymaking cut at the gaps of horizontal projectionpro�le, where the width of gap is larger than acertain threshold. The threshold is determinedby the median height of detected text-lines.3. For each region(a) Compute the vertical projection count Cof the left edges Eleft, right edges Eright ,and center edges Ecenter of text-line boxes.(b) Find a place which has the highest to-tal count within its neighborhood ofwidth w. x = argi;j max(Pk Ci;k ; i 2fleft; right; centerg; j� 12w � k < j+ 12w),where w is determined by the dominanttext-line height within the region.



(a) (b)(c) (d)Figure 4: Illustrates examples that the text detection algorithm failed.(c) Determine the zone edge as the median ofedges Eik, within the neighborhood j �12w � k < j + 12w.(d) For each edge Eik, �nding its correspond-ing edge of the other side of the boxEjk ; j 6= i(e) Determine the other edges of this zone bytaking the median of Ejk(f) Remove the text-line boxes enclosed by thedetect zone from T(g) If T = ;, an empty set, we are done, oth-erwise, repeat this step.If the inter-zone spacing between two adjacentzones is very small, it may cause the majority oftext-lines from those two zones to merge. On theother hand, a list-item structure usually has largegaps and this causes splitting errors. In order todetect these two cases, we compute the vertical pro-jection pro�le of glyph enclosed by each zone.If there is a zero-height valley in the pro�le, com-pute the probability that the region should be splitinto two zonesP (twozone(c)jwgap; n; hm; hl; hr; wl; wr);where wgap is the width of pro�le gap, n is the totalnumber of text-lines within the current region c, hmis the median of text-line height within c. hl and wl(hr and wr) are the height and width of the regionon the left (right) side of gap. If the probability islarger than a certain threshold, split the region atthe detected gap.Given a pair of adjacent zones, the probabilitythat they are part of the list-item structure is:P (list-item(cl; cr)jwgap; hl; hr; wl; wr; nl; nr);where nl and nr are the number of text-line withinthe left and right zones respectively.3.4 Text-line Splitting and MergingGiven the detected zones, we can determine if atext-line is horizontally merged or split, or verticallymerged or split.

Given the observations on a text-line t =(c1; c2; � � � ; cm) and its neighbors N(t) within thesame zone Z, we compute the probability that t isvertically consistent, merged, or split:P (v-consistent(t;N(t))jh(t); hN (t); ht(c); hN (c));where h(t) is the height of text-line t, hN (t) is themedian of text-line height in zone N(t), ht(c) is themedian height of glyphs in t, and hN (c) is the medianheight of glyphs in N(t). Then, we can update thelinking probability between a pair of adjacent glyphsci and cj : P (link(i; j)) / P (sameline(i; j)jci; cj)�P (v-consistent(t;N(t)));where ci 2 t; and cj 2 Z.Given a pair of adjacent text-lines tm and tnwithin the same zone, we can update the linkingprobability between a pair of glyph ci 2 tm andcj 2 tn:P (link(i; j)) / P (sameline(i; j)jci; cj ; samezone(i; j))/ P (ci; cj jsameline(i; j))P (sameline(i; j))�P (samezone(i; j)jsameline(i; j)):Similarly, if a text-line is across two or more zones,we can update the linking probability for each pairof adjacent glyph that belong to di�erent zonesP (link(i; j)) / P (sameline(i; j)jci; cj ; di�zone(i; j))/ P (ci; cj jsameline(i; j))P (sameline(i; j))�P (di�zone(i; j)jsameline(i; j)):4 Probability EstimationDiscrete lookup tables are used to represent the es-timated joint and conditional probabilities used ateach of the algorithm decision steps. We �rst quan-tize the value of each variable into a �nite numberof mutually exclusive states. If A is a variable withstates a1; � � � ; an, then P (A) is a probability distri-bution over these states: P (A) = (x1; � � � ; xn)where xi � 0 and Pni=1 xi = 1. Here, xi is theprobability of A being in state ai. If the variable B



has states b1; � � � ; bm, then P (AjB) is an n �m ta-ble containing numbers P (aijbj). P (A;B), the jointprobability for the variablesA and B, is also an n�mtable. It consists of a probability for each con�gura-tion (ai; bj).We conduct a series of experiments to empiricallydetermine the probability distributions that we usedto extract text lines. A tree structure quantizationis used to partition the value of each variable intobins. At each node of the tree, we search through allpossible threshold candidates on each variable, andselect the one which gives minimum value of entropy.The total number of terminal nodes, which is equiv-alent to the total number of cells, is predetermined.Finally, the bins on each variable form the cells inthe space. For each joint or conditional probabil-ity distribution, a cell count is computed from thethe ground-truthed document images in the UW-III Document Image Database. Rather than enter-ing the value of each variable for each individual inthe sample, the cell count records, for each possi-ble combination of values of the measured variables,how many members of the sample have exactly thatcombinations of values. A cell count is simply thenumber of units in the sample that have a given �xedset of values for the variables. The joint probabilitytable can be computed directly from the cell count.A few parameters, such as those thresholds used inthe algorithms. Their values are estimated. A repre-sentative sample of a domain was used and a quan-titative performance metric was de�ned. We tunedthe parameter values of our algorithm and selectedthe set which produces the optimal performance onthe input population. Assuming the criterion func-tion is unimodal in the parameter value within a cer-tain range, we used a golden section search methodto �nd the optimal value within that range.5 Experimental ResultsWe applied our text-line extraction algorithm to thetotal of 1600 images from the UW-III DocumentImage Database. The numbers and percentages ofmiss, false, correct, splitting, merging and spuriousdetections are shown in Table 1. Of the 105,020ground truth text-lines, 99:76% of them are correctlydetected, and 0:08% and 0:07% of lines are split ormerged, respectively. Most of the missing errors aredue to the rotated text.6 SummaryIn this paper, we formulate the document segmen-tation as a partitioning problem. The goal of theproblem is to �nd an optimal solution to partitionthe set of glyphs on a given document to a hierarchi-cal tree structure where entities within the hierarchy
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